Down-regulation of Bgp1(a) viral receptor by interferon-gamma is related to the antiviral state and resistance to mouse hepatitis virus 3 infection.
Together with the evidence that the reduced virus growth and the antiviral state induced by interferon (IFN)-gamma, occurring only in macrophages from resistant animals, correlated with the decrease of MHV3 binding to macrophage membrane proteins, we show here the expression of cellular and viral genes in resistant (A/J) and susceptible (BALB/c) mouse macrophages after IFN-gamma activation/infection. The expression of interferon response gene 47 and interferon regulatory factor 1 genes takes place after IFN-gamma activation in both macrophages, indicating their activation. The expression of the biliary glycoprotein 1(a) (Bgp1(a), the main virus receptor) decreased only in IFN-gamma-activated A/J mouse macrophages, in contrast to the expression of the Bgp2 (alternative receptor), which was not influenced by IFN-gamma activation. The synthesis of both viral mRNA and virus particles was delayed only in IFN-gamma-activated A/J mouse macrophages compared with susceptible BALB/c macrophages. Besides the evidence that IFN-gamma may modulate the expression of the Bgp1(a) isoform of carcinoembryonic antigen family, these data show that IFN-gamma, which induces resistance against MHV3 infection, may be involved in the down-regulation of the main viral receptor expression, a key step forward in our understanding of the molecular basis of resistance against virus infection.